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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
An operation on classes of groups is a function A assigning to each class 
X a class AX subject to the conditions 
AZ=2 and XsAZfsAg, 
where 2 is the class of trivial groups and X G ?I. An operation A is called a 
closure operation if for every class of groups X 
AX = A(AX). 
One defines operations A” for all ordinals a as follows: 
A’X=X, A4+ ‘X = A(A%), A’X = u AaX 
B < I 
for all ordinals p and all limit ordinals 1. For any operation A the operation 
ii given by 
is the closure operation generated by A. 
If for an operation A and a class of groups X there is an ordinal a such 
that A”X = Af, then we shall denote the minimal ordinal with this property 
by ~(3, A). Otherwise 0(X, A) is not defined. 
The main purpose of the paper is to discuss 0(X, A) when A is one of the 
operations K, M, N defined as follows: for every class of groups X the class 
KX consists of all groups which are set-theoretical unions of their normal X- 
subgroups, the class MX consists of all groups in which every finite set of 
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elements lies in a normal X-subgroup. and the class NX consists of all groups 
generated by their normal X-subgroups. ’ 
The study of the operation K (in another notation) was initiated by 
Kontorovii: [2]. Starting from the class ‘u of Abelian groups, Kontorovii: 
constructed the classes K”2l by iterated application of K and then introduced 
the class K’U (called by him the class of groups with an Abelian category) as 
the union of the classes K”‘U. 
In a similar way Kaloujnine [3] constructed the class @lB, where 5 
denotes the class of finite groups. Kaloujnine asks in [ 3 1 whether there exist 
groups in MS not belonging to M’“’ ‘5. 
Our approach is based on comparing the actions of the operations M. K. 
and N. It is clear that 
M”X c K”X E N”X 
for every class of groups X and every ordinal CL On the other hand, we shall 
prove under suitable conditions on the class of groups 3E that 
NM”X c MnW+‘X (1) 
for every ordinal u > w. Hence, for such class of groups X we have 
NkX g Mwk+‘+‘fiq N”X s M”“X. N”+‘X c_ M”“‘+‘X. (2) 
However, in accordance with an important observation due to Plotkin 141. 
for every class of groups X we have 
NX = Nw+‘X.’ (3) 
Combining (2) and (3) we get 
fix = N”+ ‘3 E M”“+ ‘X c_ K”“” ‘X c RX c fix 
whenever relation (1) is valid. In particular we shall obtain 
a(%, K) ,< cow + 1 and ~(5, M) < ww + 1. 
‘Our definition of the operation N differs from that of Robinson ( I I. His N is identical to 
our N. 
‘We include the proof here for the sake of completeness. Let G E RX. Then G is generated 
by its subnormal X-subgroups. Let H a"'G, H E 1. We define H,, = G. H, , , = H"l for 
i = I..... m - I. Then H, = H and each Hi is generated by its normal subgroups H:, , , where 
gE Hi-,. 1 <i<m - I. Hence H,, I E NX. H,,,-,E N'X..... H,= H"E N”’ 'X G N’“X. 
However. G is generated by the normal subgroups H". where H runs through all subnormal 
X-subgroups of G. Therefore GE N”“X and RX s N”“‘X. The inverse inclusion 
N”” ‘1 c fix is obvious. 
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On the other hand, using wreath products of groups we shall show that 
M”‘iX # MW2”X and N”X f NW+’ X for some classes of groups X. In 
particular, we show that 
thus providing an affirmative answer to the above-mentioned question posed 
by Kaloujnine in 131. 
Theorems 2, 3. 4, and 5 of this paper were published earlier in 161. We 
reproduce them here under slightly less restrictive conditions. We adopt the 
following notations: 
U is the class of Abelian groups, 
3 is the class of finite groups, 
3, is the class of finite p-groups, 
8 is the class of finitely generated groups, 
YJJI is the class of Noetherian groups, 
IIZ is the class of nilpotent groups, 
9I, is the variety of nilpotent groups of class <c. 
G is the class of soluble groups, 
6, is the variety of soluble groups of derived length <I. 
If X and ‘1) are classes of groups, we denote Xg the class consisting of all 
groups G which have a normal subgroup HE X such that G/HE ‘B. 
In addition to the operations K, M, N defined above, we shall use the 
operations S,, Q, L, N, which are defined as follows. If 3E is any class of 
groups, then a group G belongs to S,X whenever G is isomorphic to a 
subnormal subgroup of an X-group; G E QX if it is a homomorphic image of 
an X-group; G belongs to LX if every finite set of elements of G is contained 
in some X-subgroup of G; a group G belongs to N,X if G is generated by 
pair of its normal X-subgroups.’ 
The following lemma provides two simple facts which we will require later 
on. 
LEMMA 1. (i) N < MN;; (ii) N,N” = N”. Here A < B means that for 
any class of groups X AX c BX. 
ProoJ (i) Let G E NX for some class of groups X and let I z G be a 
finite subset of the group G. Then there exist normal X-subgroups 
H,, H, ,..., H, of G such that I c H,H, .*a H,,. We have H,H, E N,X, 
H,H,H2 E N;X ,..., H,H, . . . H, E NrX c N,“X. Therefore every finite 
subset of G lies in a normal N,“X-subgroup of G, i.e., GE MN,“X and 
NZf E MN,“X. 
‘Again, our N, coincides with N, of Robinson 1 II. 
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(ii) Let X be any class of groups and let GE N,N”X. Then G = HK. 
where H and K are normal N”X-subgroups of G. But N”X = U,,,, N”X: 
therefore for some m we have H. K E N”3E. Then G = HK E N,N”X G 
N”+‘X. We obtain N,N”XEN”X: hence NON” =N”. The lemma is 
proved. 
If a group G belongs to AX for some class of groups 3E and operation A. 
then there is a minimal ordinal a such that G E A”X. We denote this ordinal 
by K(G, X, A). For G 6S iiX the ordinal K(G, X. A) is not defined. Notice that 
K(G. X, A), whenever defined, is a non-limit ordinal or zero. 
2. RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let 3E be a class of groups which is NO- and S,-closed and 
such that et1er.v X-group isJnitely generated. Then 
N,M”X c M”+“+“X 
for euery ordinal ct. 
Let X be a class of groups satisfying the conditions of Theorem I. Then 
NtM”X E M^fnX. 
where rq,=u, u~+,=u,,,+~J+u,,,, m > 0. Therefore, for u < w we have 
supmCrw a, = w’: hence 
N,“M”X = u NI;M”Xz u Ma’mX~MW’X. 
r,, / <I) m c w 
According to Lemma 1. 
NM”X 5 MN;MaX G MMWzX = Mw2+‘X. 
For u > (u we have supmCw a,,, = aw; hence 
N;M”X= u N~M”XG u M”~XCM”“‘X 
mew l?l<Cd 
and 
NM”1 2 MN;M”X c MN”“X = MRW+‘X. 
Further, we have 
NX G MN;X = M3E c: MwtLX, N2;X & NMX c_ M”‘+‘X 
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and by induction on m we obtain 
N’“X c M“‘“+ ‘X. 
Therefore, 
and 
NX = NW+‘3 = NN“X s: MN;N”X = MN”X c Mw”+‘X E IilX. 
Now we can deduce the following 
THEOREM 2. Let 3E be a class of groups which is No- and S,-closed and 
such that every X-group is finitely generated. Let ?.I be a class of groups such 
that X s ‘2, E NX. Then 
@&K)<u(?l,M),<w”+ 1. 
Proof: As we have seen before, M ‘@+‘X = M3E = NX. Therefore, &&IJ cr -- 
K’1) G N(1) c NNX = NX G M”““‘3E g M“*+‘g g K”“+‘YJ s KY; hence 
U@, K) and a(& M) are defined and ~(9, K) < W“ + 1, ~(3, M) < 0”’ + 1. 
Since M”‘Z) G Kay for every ordinal U. 
hence a@, K) < u@, M). The theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY. a(%, K) < ww + 1. 
Indeed. the class 3 n 6 of finitely generated nilpotent groups is No- and 
S,-closed. Every nilpotent group has a finite Abelian category: hence 
9I n 0 c K”2[. Therefore 
and we get a(%, K) <w + a(% n 6. K) < co + w“’ + 1 = CL)‘~ + I. 
THEOREM 3. Let 3E and YJ be classes of groups which are S,,-closed and 
consist of Noetherian groups. Then 
ti!JJl n (M”X)(M’g) G Ma+w+o(X9J) 
for all ordinals a and ,O. 
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We notice that if fi is an S,i-closed class of groups then for every ordinal u 
LX n M”6 c M”X. 
This is clear for a = 0 since LX n 0 c_ X. Suppose a > 0. The class of 
groups LX is S,-closed because X is S,-closed. If 3 is any S,,-closed class of 
groups then for any class of groups VJ. 3 f7 MYJ c M(3 f’? g). Therefore we 
have, by induction on a, 
LX~MY~ = LXn i,j MM% = u (LSEn MM%) 
i) < cl 5 c n 
G u M(LX n M%)s u MM”3 = M”X. 
5cn lit n 
We now state two corollaries to Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY 1. If X G W and X is S,-closed then 
MXn(M”X)(M”X)cM”+w+4X 
for all ordinals a and /?. 
Indeed, we have 
iiilx n (M”X)(MDX) c kITI n LX n (MaX)(MuX) 
~LXnM”+“+“(XX)~LXnM”+“+~~EM”+‘“+~X. 
COROLLARY 2. If Z c 9JI and X is S,,-closed then 
MInG m+, s M”““‘X 
for all m 2 0. 
Indeed, for m = 0 we have IkX n G, = &TX n ‘u L MX. By induction on m 
we obtain 
MxnG,+,= Ii&T n G,‘u G liilx n (I%% n G,)(MW) 
c LX n kJJl n (Mwfm-‘)+‘X) M!JJI E LX n Mwnrf’(33JI) 
= LX n MwmfJm G MumtlX. 
The following theorem contrasts with Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. Let X and ‘1) be classes of groups which are Q- and S,,- 
closed and such that all X-groups and ‘I)-groups areJnite@ generated. Let u 
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and p be ordinals and let G and H be groups such that G E li@\MaX and 
HE liiNJ\M4’1). Then 
G wr H @ Ma+w+‘(3Ev). 
COROLLARY 1. Let X and g be classes of groups such that X c 9R. 
9J 5 9X, and they are Q- and S,,-closed and suppose X is closed under Jnite 
direct products. IJ” G and H are groups such that G E MX\X. HE i@l\‘ll, 
and G wr HE kJ.N then 
K(G wr H, X9. M) = K(G, X, M) + II) + K(H, VJ, M). 
Indeed, it is easily seen that every class M”X is closed under finite direct 
products. Hence 
K(G,X, M)< K(G ‘“‘7 3, M) < K(G, X. M) + 1.” 
Applying Theorem 3. we have 
K(G wr H, XT), M) < K(G’~‘, X. M) + UJ + K(H, ?I, M) 
= K(G,~. M) + OJ + K(H,‘$ M). 
On the other hand, let K(G,X,M)=~+ l.~(H.g,M)=p+ 1. Then 
G & M”I and H 6J M4y. According to Theorem 4, 
G wr H 6Z M”tu”‘(X9J); 
hence 
EXAMPLE. Let H be an infinite elementary Abelian p-group for some 
prime p. We define the groups G, recursively: 
G,=H. G,+,=G,wrH, m > 0. 
Let G be the restricted direct product of the groups G,. Then for every 
class of groups X such that 5, z X E 6 we have 
~(G,,X,h'l)=wm+ 1 for m>O and K(G,~E,M)=~‘+ 1. 
‘We denote by G”” the restricted direct product of H copies of G 
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First of all we notice that if a group A is an extension of an elementary 
Abelian normal p-subgroup B by a Baer p-group A/B. then A itself is a Baer 
p-group because it is generated by its subnormal nilpotent subgroups B(g) 
for g E A.j Therefore induction on the length of finite series with factors 
elementary Abelian p-groups shows that every soluble p-group of finite 
exponent is a Baer p-group. In particular, all the groups G,, are Baer groups; 
hence they belong to the class @IJIm. Applying Corollary I with X = YJ = !JJl 
we obtain 
~(Grn+,? ~,M)=K(G,~,~.M)+~+~.(H.~,M). 
Since HE M’ilT\!JJl, we have K(H. 9JL M) = 1; hence 
K(G,, YJlm. M) = cum t 1 for all m >, 0. 
Consequently, K(G, 9Jl, M) = sup, K(G,,, 9JL M) t 1 = (I)’ + I. Since LYJII IP 
M”6 = M”9J and LSD n M”C3 = M”s, for every ordinal Q, we have 
K(G,,O,M)=K(G,,.WM)=K(G,,,~,. M)=orn t 1 
and 
K(G,@, M)= K(G.~, M)= K(@.&,, M) = to’ + 1. 
Therefore, for every class of groups X such that 3, & X & 0 we have 
K(G,, X, M) = corn t I for )I? 2 0 and K(G, X, M) = OJ' + I. 
Thus we have proved the following 
COROLLARY 2. If X is a class of groups such that 5, c 3E c 6 for some 
prime p then M”‘+ ‘X # M”‘X. 
In particular, this is true for the class 3 of finite groups. In view of 
Theorem 2. we have 
However, the exact value of ~(5, M) remains unknown. 
Before stating the next theorem that deals with the operation N we 
introduce additional notation. We say that a class of groups is &closed if 
the following holds. Let A be a subgroup of a finite direct power B’ such that 
the restriction to A of the projection B’ -+ B on some component is an 
epimorphism. Then A E X implies B E X. 
‘We recall that a group G is a Baer group if and only if it is generated by its subnormal 
cyclic subgroups. 
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Obviously, any Q-closed class of groups is also &closed. However, the 
class of groups consisting of trivial groups, cyclic groups of order 3, and 
symmetric groups of order 6 gives an example of a class of groups which is 
&closed and S,-closed but not Q-closed. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose we are gillen: 
(1) a class of groups X which is d- and S,-closed, 
(2) integers tn. n > 1, 
(3) groups H,, H ,,...r H,, subject to the following conditions: 
(a) H, is infinite, 
(b) H, ,..., H,_ , are non-trimal, 
(c) H,@ 3, 
(d) each of the groups H,. H, ,..., H, ~, has no non-unit elements of 
order <n. 
Let G, = H, and Gi = Hi wr Gim, for i = 1. 2 ,.... m. Then G,,, & N”“‘X. 
COROLLARY. Let X be a class of groups which is d- and S,,-closed and 
such that 5, c X for some prime p. If there exists a soluble p-group offinite 
exponent which does not belong to X then o(.lE, N) = w + 1. 
Indeed, let A, be a soluble p-group of finite exponent not belonging to X. 
We construct the groups A,,, by recursion: A,,,+, = A, wr A,,, m > 1. Let A 
be the restricted direct product of the groups A,. 
Since the group A,, is infinite and has no non-unit elements of order <p 
and does not belong to X, application of Theorem 5 gives A,, & N”“pm “1. 
Therefore A @ N”I. But A is a Baer p-group because every ‘4, is a soluble 
p-group of finite exponent. Hence A E MS, G N3E = N”’ ‘X. Thus, we have 
~(4, X. N) = w + 1 and 0(X, N) = w + 1. 
In particular, a(%, N) = w + 1. a result obtained earlier in 15 1 by a 
different method. 
Let 3, denote the class of soluble p-groups of finite exponent. In view of 
the corollary to Theorem 5 it would be interesting to compute ~$3,~ N). For 
the prime Baer group 3 constructed by Dark 171 one easily obtains 
~(a, 3,. N) = 2. but we do not know if there exists an example of a group G 
with K(G, 3pr N) > 2. 
Groups in which every cyclic subgroup is s-subnormal form a variety 
which we denote by I!,. Let C,, = Us>, QT. If a group G belongs to C,, we 
call it a bounded Baer group. 
Obviously, every group with a finite Abelian category is a bounded Baer 
group, but we do not know whether the converse is also true. We prove that 
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if a bounded Baer group G is an extension of a group with a finite Abelian 
category of another such group. then G itself has a finite Abelian category. 
To do this we introduce the operations K,,: for a class of groups 3, a 
group G belongs to K,,X if and only if every set of M elements of G is 
contained in a normal X-subgroup of G. In particular. K, = K. The following 
theorem is to some extent parallel to Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 6. Given positit’e integers c. d, m. s. there are positive integers 
I = I(d, m. s). r = r(c, d. m, s), and u = u(d, m, s) such that 
2, n (K~‘31c)(K:‘,Yld) c_ K:+d+4 ‘37, 
for all ordinals u and /I. 
As a consequence, we obtain 
where C, d, m. s, I, r are the same as in Theorem 6. 
THEOREM 7. Given integers m > 1 and n > 0. there exist positive 
integers c = c(m, n). t = t(m, n) such that 
K”2l E K;,,%,.. 
COROLLARY. ii?<,, n (K”U)(KW(21) = K”!!I. 
Indeed, the inclusion K”2I c_ P, n (K”%)(KYl) is obvious. Let 
G E 2, f3 (K”%)(K”U). Then for some s. n,. lrz we have 
GE !2,n (K”“U)(K”%). Let m > 1 be some integer. We have a normal 
subgroup H of G such that HE K”9I and G/HE K”% According to 
Theorem 7 for /3 = t(m, nz). d = c(m. tz:). 
Then for I = l(d. m, s). u = t(l. 11,). c = c(l, n,) we have 
HE K;‘%. < .
Then by Theorem 6 for r = r(c. d. m, s). ~1 = zc(d. m. s). 
Hence 
I?, n (K9)(Kw21) & K?l. 
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3. A CRITERION FOR GE MUX AND FOR GE K;,X 
Suppose we are given a group G. an ordinal a. and a class of groups X 
such that S,,X = X. 
Denote by 0, the set consisting of all non-limit ordinals not exceeding CI 
along with zero and the negative integers; 0, is ordered in the natural way. 
Let S(G) denote the set of all finite sequences 
(G,. G, . . . . . G,,,) 
of subgroups of the group G such that G, = G. Gi is a normal subgroup of 
Gi_, generated (as a normal subgroup) by a finite set of elements, 1 < i < 111. 
m > 0. We introduce a partial ordering in S(G). For two sequences 
,u = (G,, G, ,..., G,) E S(G), I’= (H,, H, ,.... H,,) E S(G) we say that ,u < I’ if 
rn < tr and Gi = Hi for i = 1. 2 . . . . . m. 
For P> 1, S!‘(G) is a subset of S(G) consisting of 
P = (Go, G, ,..., G,) E S(G) such that Gi is generated as a normal subgroup 
Of Gi-1 by a set of p (or less) elements (i = 1. 2...., m). Obviously. 
S(G) = U,>, WG). 
The last term G, of the sequence p = (G,, G, ,..., G,,,) will be denoted by 
T@) = G,: the length of pu. I@), is equal to m. S,(G) is the subset of S(G) 
consisting of p E S(G) such that I@) < r. Let SF(G) = SD(G) n S,(G). 
We construct the sets @,(G. X) and @P,(G. X) as follows. The elements w 
of QP,(G, X) (@P,(G, X). respectively) are mappings 
(D: S(G) + 0, (9: SP(G) + 0,. respectively) 
satisfying the following two conditions: 
(a) If iu < r then ~01) > V(V). 
(b) If p < v and T&) 6? 3E then rp@) > I. 
Let Ya(G, X) (!Pz(G, X), respectively) be the subset of @,(G, X) 
(@P,(G. X). respectively) consisting of those mappings ~1: S(G) --) O,, 
(9: F’(G) + O,, respectively) such that c,&) > 0 for all P. 
LEMMA 2. (i) G E M”3E if and onl?’ if Y/,(G, X) # 0; 
(ii) G E KGX if and onfy if Y,“(G, X) # 0. 
ProoJ (i) Let GE MUX. For every p E S(G), T@) is a subnormal 
subgroup of G. Since fi is S,-closed, every class M”X is S,-closed; hence 
r@) E M”X. Then fc(T@), 31, M) E 0, and we define a mapping 
40 :S(G) --* 0, 
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by setting #&) = ~(Ti,u), X, M) for every ,U E S(G). If pu, v E S(G) and 1 < v, 
then for some integers 0 ( m ( n, ,u = (G, G, ,.... G,), v = (G, G, ,..., G,). 
Here T(v) = G, is a subnormal subgroup of T(U) = G,n; hence 
K(T&), 3. Ml > K(,T(V), X, M). 
If T@)=G,@X then G,,, E M”X with ,8 < K(T@), X, M) because G,, , is 
a normal subgroup of G, generated (as a normal subgroup) by a finite set of 
elements. Thus, T(v) = G, E M”3Z and K(T@). X, M) > K(T(v), 1. M). 
Therefore, d,-, E QP,(G, 3). For every ,D E S(G) we have 001) = 
rc(U,u), X, M) 2 0: hence co E Y/,(G, X) and Ya(G, X) f 0. 
Now let !P@(G, X) # 0 and let $ E Ya(G, 3). We assume by induction that 
for all /3 < a. yb(H, X) # 0 implies HE M&X. If u = 0 then for every 
,U E S(G), @(,u) = 0. In particular, for any (G, G,) E S(G). 4((G))= 
@((G. G,)) = 0. But (G) < (G, G,); according to (b) this may happen only if 
GE 3E = M’X. 
Let a > 0. If a is a limit ordinal then a 64 0, and 0((G)) =/3 ( U. We 
define a mapping 
$5: S(G) --* 0, 
by &,u) = $(,D) for all ,u E S(G). Then $E !PD(G, X) and by induction 
G E M”X E MUX. 
Let a be a non-limit ordinal. If G & X then for (G, G,) E S(G) we have 
a > 4((G)) > $i(G. G,)) = P > 0. 
For every 1.1, = (G, . . . . . G,) E S(G,) the sequence v = (G, G, ,.... G,,) belongs 
to S(G) and g((G, G,)) =/3> #(I’). We define a mapping w: S(G,) + 0,. 
taking for every r, = (G, ,..., G,) E S(G,) 
y/(v,) = O((G. G, . . . . . G,,)). 
It is easily seen that YE Y-‘L,(G,,X). By induction G, E M’X GM”--‘X. 
Since G, is an arbitrary normal subgroup of G generated (as a normal 
subgroup) by a finite set of elements, we have G E M”X. 
Part (i) of the lemma is proved. The proof of (ii) is similar and we omit it. 
4. THE MAIN LEMMA 
LEMMA 3. Let G = AH. where H Q G, A a “G and the subgroups A 
and A ~7 H are finitely generated: A = (a, ,..., a,>, A n H = (6, ,.... b,). Then 
there exists a mapping 
I.: S(G) + S(H) 
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with the following properties: 
(1) For p > 1, ,4(,!?‘(G)) c Y(H), where q = npc” + d, 
(2) If ,a = (G. G, ,..., G,) E S(G), where m = kn +j, k > 0, 0 ,< j < II, 
then ,I@) = (H, H, . . . . . H,J and (A, G,i) n H ,< Hi, A < N,(H,), I < i < k. 
(3) If~,~~uz,~,I~~~S(G)then~Cu,)~<~z). 
Proof: We assume by induction that for every k < k,, the mappings 
A,: s n,c+n-,(G)-, S,(H) 
have been constructed and the following conditions hold: 
(a) For P> 1, UXkSn-, (G)) c S:(H), where q = npc’ + d, 
(b) If p = (G G, ,..., Gnk,+j ) E S(G), where 0 < k, 6 k, 0 <j < n, then 
&&,a) = (H, H, . . . . . Hk,) E S(H) and (A, G,i) n H < Hi, A < N,(H,), 
1 <i,<k,. 
Cc) Ifp, <P~.P,,P~ E Snk+n-,(G) then 4Cu,) <&cUJ. 
(d) If k’ < k and p E’Snk,+n- ,(G) then Ak,@) = I,@). 
Under this assumption we shall construct a mapping 
AA” : s nk,tn-,(Gh%,,(W 
such that conditions (a), (b). (c), (d) are satisfied for k < k,. 
If k, = 0, we set A,@) = (H) for all ,U E S,,-~ ,(G). Then conditions (a). (b). 
(c), (d) are obviously satisfied. 
Let k, > 0. Consider P = (G, G, ,..., G,, , f i,) E Sz,,,, ,, _ ,(G). where k, > 0. 
0 <j, < n. If k, < k, we define 
Suppose that k, = k,. For p, = (G, G ,,..., Gn,k,,+,) E S$,,I+,(G) let 
&-,CU,) = W H,,..., H~,~,). 
According to the definition of Y(G), G,,,+ ,, +l is generated as a normal 
subgroup in Gncko- ,, +j- , by a set of elements Mj with card Mi <p. 
1 <j< n. For every gE Gn,kO-,, we have g= g,gz, g, EA. g, E H. By 
assumption, (A, G,,,+ ,,> n H < HkO-, ; hence 
and thus G,,,+, , < AH,+ , . Therefore flj E KiLi, where 6; c A. 
Lj c Hk,-, , card Kj < p, card Lj < p, 1 <j < n. 
Let U = (U;=, Lj. A n H) and let Hk, be the normal subgroup of AH,,,_, 
generated by U. Since Lj E H,+, and A f7 H ,< H,#,-, , we have‘li < H,,,--, : 
hence it follows from A < N&H,,,- ,) that H,, < H,,,~-, .
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Let UT=, L, = (g, ,..., g,), where I <pn. Since A is n-subnormal, 
[ g, h, ,..., h, ] E A for any elements g E G and h, ,,.., h,, E A. Therefore, H,,, as 
a normal subgroup of HkO-, is generated by the elements b, ,.... b,. g, ,..., g,. 
I gi 7 aj, v*.Y a,J, where 1 < i ,< t, 1 < s < n. 1 <j,. < c. 1 < r < s. There are no 
more than q=pnc” fd such elements: therefore (H. H, . . . . . 
Ku - I ’ Hk”) E: ~V,&H). 
We define A,&,u) = (fi, H, ,..., H+ , , H,,,). The conditions (a), (c), (d) are 
satisfied for all k G/C,,. Thus. it remains to prove (b). By construction, 
A < N,(H,J so we only have to show that (A. G,$ f? H < H,$,. 
Since A is n-subnormal in G, there exists a normal series 
We shall prove by induction on j that G,,,,,,- ,,+,, <B;. where Bj = 
(A,,_jn.4H,nm,)Hko, j=O. l..... n. Since A,,mi(IA,I ,‘, and 
H,,, _a AH,,, , , Bj is a normal subgroup of Bj , . Moreover, 
hIi s K,L, E AH,,, < Bj for all j, 1 <j < n. 
For j = 0 the statement is true because Gn,+ ,, < AH+, = B,,. Suppose 
that for some j. 1 <j < 12, Gflck,)_ ,,+ i ~, < B.im,. The subgroup G,,Ck,I , , + i is a 
normal subgroup of GRckO- ,, + km, g enerated (as a normal subgroup) by the 
set Adi while Bj is a normal subgroup of Bim, containing Mi. Therefore, 
G ,,,k,,m~ ,,+J< Bi and the induction is completed. In particular. for j = II we 
obtain 
G,& B,,=(A,nAH,,,-,)H,,,=AH,,,. 
Hence, (A. Gnk, j < A H,(, and (A, GnkO) n H ,< AH,,, n H = (A n H) H!,, = 
Hk,, and (b) is verified. We have thus constructed mappings 1, satisfyrng 
(a), (b), (c), (d) for all k 2 0. 
Given p E S(G) we set A@) = A&) for a sufficiently large k. By (d). E.@) 
does not depend on k, and (a), (b), (c) give the conditions (1). (2), (3) of the 
lemma. The lemma is proved. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 3 
Proof of Theorem 1. We first show if a group G is a product of a normal 
subgroup HE M”x and an n-subnormal subgroup A E X, then G E M”“X. 
Since A E X E 6 and A n HE S, X = X c 0, the conditions of Lemma 3 are 
fulfilled and there is a mapping 
1: S(G) + S(H) 
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with the properties described in Lemma 3. We define a mapping 
4: S(G) -+ on, 
as follows: let ,U = (G, G, ,..., G,) E S(G), where m = In +j. I > 0. 0 ,<j < II. 
Then A(J) = (H. H, ,..., H,) E S(H) and we set 
@@)=Pz(K(H,,X,M)- l)+n-j if G, @ X. 
W)=O if G,,, E X. 
The subgroup H, is a subnormal subgroup of H: hence 
H, E S,,M^X E M”S,,X = M”X and then K(H,. I, M) < u. Therefore. 
~(K(H,, X, M) - 1) + n -j < nu and @(,u) E O,,, . 
Let us verify that Q E ‘P,,Y,,(G, X). 
By Lemma 3. (A, G,;) n H < Hi and A < N&H,) for i = l,..., 1. A is a 
subnormal X-subgroup of G; if H, E X, then, by a theorem of Roseblade and 
Stonehewer [8], AH, E X. Hence G,, being a subnormal subgroup of AH,, 
belongs to S,,X = X. Thus, if G,, 6C X, then also H, @ X and then 
K(H,, X, M) > 0; hence we obtain d@) = rz(~(H,. X, M) - 1) + M -j > 0. 
Let us take v E S(G) such that ,D < V. Then r = (G, G, ,..., G,,,.), where 
m < m’, m’ = 1’11 +j’. I’ > 0. 0 <j’ < n. According to Lemma 3. 
A@> = W, H, ,..., H,) < l(v) = (H, H, ,..., H,.). 
If G, E X then G,. E X and Q) = Q(r) = 0. Let G,,, & X. If G,,,, E )E then 
$01) > 0 and $(I’) = 0. Now let G,,,. @ 3. If I= I’ then j <j’ and 
@(,B) = ~(K(H,. X, M) - 1) + n -j > Q(r) = ~(K(H;, 3E. M) - 1 + II -j’. 
If f ( I’ then since H, 6Z X and (HI,..., H,,) E S(H,). we have 
K(H,,, X, M) < rc(H,, X, M) and therefore 
@(,u) > II(K(H,, x. M) - 1) > n(K(H;. X. M) - 1) + /I > @(I’). 
We have shown that p E Y/,,,(G, X). Then by Lemma 2. G E M”^X. 
Now we shall prove by induction on /3 that if a group G is a product of a 
normal subgroup HE MUX and a subnormal subgroup A E M’X. then 
GE M”+w+5X 
If p = 0 then, as we have shown, G E M”“X z M” ‘“3. Now suppose the 
statement is true for all y < ,& If /3 is a limit ordinal, then A E M’I for some 
y < /3 and we apply the induction hypothesis. Let p be a non-limit ordinal. 
For a finite subset X of G there is a finite subset Y of A such that X E H( Y>. 
Since A E M”X, there is a normal subgroup A, of A such that YC A, and 
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A, E MY3 for some y < /I. A, is a subnormal subgroup of HA, ; therefore by 
the induction hypothesis applied to HA, we have HA, E M” +w ’ %. But X is 
an arbitrary finite subset of G and HA, is a normal subgroup of G that 
contains X; therefore GE MniwcBX. 
In particular, if G E NoMalE then G is a product of two normal subgroups 
‘4. HE M”X; hence GE MotcotnX. 
The theorem is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We have 
(M”V(M4‘J 
therefore 
ii9Jl n (M”X)(M’g 
) E M’((M”X) 3): 
) E M”(kiUl n (M”X) g), 
and hence it s&ices to prove the theorem for /3 = 0. 
Let G E kJJI f-’ (M”X) 9. Then G has a normal subgroup H such that 
HE M”X and G/HE VJ. Since G/H is finitely generated and G E kJJI, we 
can find a finitely generated subnormal subgroup A such that G = AH. Then 
A E !JJI and therefore A n H is finitely generated. Let A be n-subnormal. By 
Lemma 3, we have a mapping 
A: S(G) + S(H) 
with the properties described in Lemma 3. We define a mapping 
o: S(G) -+ 0,,, 
as follows: Let ,U = (G, G ,,..., G,) E S(G), where m = In +j. I > 0. 0 <j < tt; 
then A@) = (H, H, . . . . . H,) E S(H) and we set 
001) = n(tc(H,, 3, M) - 1) + n -j if G,,, 6C XYl, 
4@)=0 if G,,, E .1F?). 
By Lemma 3, (A, G,,ij f7 H < Hi and ‘4 < NJH,) for i = I..... I: hence 
G, P H < G,,, n H < H,. Since G, is a subnormal subgroup of G. G,,, n H 
is a subnormal subgroup of H and hence of H,. 
If H,E X then G,,,nHES,,X=X. On the other hand. 
G,/G, n H z HG,/H and HG,,,/H is a subnormal subgroup of G/H. 
Therefore HG,/H E S,,g = ‘I) and G, E X9. Now exactly as in the proof of 
Theorem 1. we see that 4 E Y,,,(G. Xv). Then by Lemma 2. 
GE M”“(X‘jJ) c hZncw(X?)). We have 
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and 
M”(iYJI n (M”X) ‘lj) G Ma+“+4(X9J). 
The theorem is proved. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
We need a lemma on wreath products of groups. We use the notation 
[X,J[ =?c-‘y-‘xy. 
I .I-, .l, . . . . . J’,, [= [ [s, .v, .. . . . .I’,, , [. y,r [, 
[x,4’; 1[ = [&.\‘I. [x.J: n[ = [ [x,y; n - I ],J[ (n > 1). 
In the restricted wreath product A wr B the copy of the group A that 
corresponds to an element b E B will be denoted A(b) and its elements will 
be denoted by a(b), a E A. 
LEMMA 4. Let G = A wr B. where B is an infinite group, and f, . f, .,.., f,,, 
are elements of G such that 
for anv s and i(j) such that 1 < s < m, 1 < i( 1) < i(2) < ... < i(s) < m. Let C 
be a subgroup of ACR’ that contains elements [g,f, ,...,f,,, [for all g E A’“‘. 
Then some normal subgroup D of C can be embedded into a finite direct 
product A’ in such a waj’ that for some projection 71; : A” ++ A the 
composition D ++ A r -HI A is an epimorphism. 
ProoJ Let & = aibi. ai E A”‘. bi E B. 1 < i < m. Since the group B is 
infinite, there exists an element b E B such that all the a, commute with the 
elements of each of the subgroups A(bbi(l, .a- bits,), where 0 <S < m, 
1 <i(l) < i(2) < e.- < i(s) < m. Then for every a(b) E A(b) 
[a(b). f, . . . . . f,,, [ = [a(b), b, . . . . + b,,, [. 
We take as A’ the subgroup of A’H’ generated by all subgroups 
A(bbi,l, ..e b,,,,). Let D be the intersection of C with this subgroup. Then D 
is a normal subgroup of C and for any a(b) E A(b), [a(b). 6, ,.... b,,,[ E D. 
Let 7[ be the projection of D to A(b). By the conditions of the lemma. 
bic,,bi,z, ... Ai,,, # 1 for any integers s and i(j) such that 1 < s < m. 
l<i(l)<i(2)< ... <i(s)<m; therefore z([a(b).b,.....b,,,[)=a(b)‘-““‘: 
hence 72 is on A(b). 
The lemma is proved. 
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Proof of Theorem 4. We first claim that for every 
$E@ n+,,, ,D(G wr H, X9) there exists ,u E S(G wr H) such that 
T(p) G’H’/G’H’ 66 g and #(,u) < a + OJ. 
Suppose the contrary. For every sequence v = (H. H, . . . . . H,) E S(H) let 
us denote by 
17’ = (G wr H, Hi . . . . . HA,), 
where HI is the normal subgroup of HI. , generated by the image of Hi under 
the embedding H 4 G wr H. 1 < i < tn. ff; = G wr H. It is clear that 
I” E S(G wr H). We define the mapping I,Y: S(H) + 0, in the following way: 
ly( 11) = 0 if T(r) E 9. 
cl + w + v/(v) = @(I!‘) if T(r) $ 9j. 
This makes sense because we have supposed that I > a + w whenever 
T( 11) 1 T( c’ ) G”“/G’H’ & ‘IJ. 
Let us show that T(v’) E XYJ implies T(v) E 9J. Indeed, if T(v’) E XVJ then 
there exists a normal subgroup A of T(v’) such that A E X and T(v’)/A E ‘IJ. 
The group AG’“‘/G”” cannot be infinite. For then we can find elements 
f ,,.... f, E A, where m = I(r) + 1 such thatf,,,, ...fic, @ GIH’ for any integers 
s and i(j) satisfying 1 < s < m, 1 < i( 1) < i(2) < . . . < i(s) < tn. Then for 
every g E G’“‘. ] g,f, . . ..J..,] E A because A is an m-subnormal subgroup of 
G wr H. Since A E 3 and the class 3 is Q- and S,-closed, we obtain by 
Lemma 4 that G E X. in a contradiction with G @ M”X. Thus, AG”“/G”” is 
a finite group. Let B be the image of A under the natural homomorphism 
p:GwrH-,H. 
Since B z AG”“/G , ‘I” B is finite. T(u)/B is a homomorphic image of 
T(v’)/A; therefore T(v)/B E QVJ = ?I. But 9J 5 Q, and hence T(r)/B is finitely 
generated: then T(v) is also finitely generated. We have T(v) E Mg n 05 E g. 
Thus, we have shown that T(v’) E XVJ implies T(v) E ‘2). 
If for 1’. r, E S(H) we have I’ < I’, then also I!’ < r{, whence @(II’) > o(r{) 
and W(V) > t,~(r,). Further. if T(V) 65 ?,I then T(v’) & 3Ecl). so we obtain 
@(I”) > d(v{) and w(r) > I. Thus IJI E !YV,(H, ‘j)), a contradiction with 
H @ M*‘J. 
We obtain that for every mapping Q E Qn + ,+,(G wr H. XYJ) there exists a 
sequence ,u E S(G wr H) such that $@) < u + w and T(y) G’H’/G”” @ ?). 
There is some integer k > 1 such that rj(,~) < u + k. Let ,D = (G wr H. 
G , ,.... G,), r = I@). G, = T(p). Every group in Mg\g is infinite; in 
particular. T(,D) G’“‘/G’H’ is infinite, and we can choose elements 
h, , hz . . . . . h,, r in G, such that 
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for any integers s and i(j) satisfying 1 < s < k + r, 1 < i( 1) < i(2) < . . . < 
i(s) < k + r. Let G,+i be the normal subgroup of G,.+i-, generated (as a 
normal subgroup) by the elements h,, h, ,..., hk+r for i = 1, 2 . . . . . k, and let 
pi = (G wr H, G, ,..., G, ,..., G,+i) E S(G wr H). 
For every g E G’“‘, [ g, h, ,..., h,, ,] E G, + r n GtH’. Hence by Lemma 4. G 
is a homomorphic image of a normal subgroup of Gk+r n G”“. But 
G 6Z M”3Z and the class M”X is Q- and S,-closed because X is Q- and S,,- 
closed; therefore Gk+r n G’N’ @ M”X. Further, we have 
M”(X9J) n MX E MW n Lx G MaI. 
Since G k+r n G’“’ E l&X, we obtain Gk+rn GO” @ M”(3E’Z)). By 
construction, 
hence #bk) < a. We define a mapping [: S(G,+ ,) + 0, setting 
<(r) = d(F) 
for v = (Gkir. A ,,... ,A,) E S(G,+,). where Is is given by V= (Gwr H, 
G A,) E S(G wr H). 




“o E S(G,+r) 
such that c(vO) < 0. Then $(lTo) = {(v,) < 0, and therefore 
4 @ yh+w+o (G wr H, 33). But 4 was an arbitrary element of 
@ n+w+5(G wr K Ql); hence yla+w+o (G wr H, 39) = 0. Then by Lemma 2. 
G wr H & Ma+U+5(X9j). The theorem is proved. 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 5 
Let us define the words P,,.~(x~, x, . . . . . s,J for k = I, 2 . . . . . II = 1. 2 ,..., 
setting 
1’ (\. Y )= [x,,xo:n], Il.1 .- 0” I 
1’ n.kbO, AT I,..., -~k)=[[[...[[-Yk,U,;nl,uz;nl...1,u,~,:nl..u,;r?1 (k> I), 
where ui = L’,,~(x~, x, ,..., xi), 1 < i < k - 1. It is easily seen that if A is a kn- 
subnormal subgroup of a group B and a, E A, b, , b:..... 6, E B then 
L’,,&,, b, ,..., bk) EA. 
We now consider normal subgroups A, of the group 
G,=H,wr(H,_,wr(H,-,wr-..(H,wrH,)...)) 
= H’Gm ‘) h(HFG_“,- 2’ h . , . A(H;G~’ AHo) . . . ) m 
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defined as follows: 
A, = H(G~-I) ~HF~~z) s . . . 1~tGk-1) m m for k = 1, 2 ,..., m, 
A IfI+ = E. 
Let H be an mn-subnormal subgroup of G, such that H <A,. Let 
goE WA,. Suppose that for some j< m we have chosen elements 
g, 7 g, ,.--, gj-, such that gi E A,\A,+ ,, wi = un,i(g, ,..., gi) E Ai\Ai+, for i = 1, 
2 ,...,j - 1. Let us consider the natural homomorphism p: G, + Gj with the 
kernel Aj+ , . We have p(w ,)‘,p(u~J2 a a* p(wj- ,)“-I p( go)” h? HjGj-I) for any 
integers si, 1 < i <j, such that 0 < si < n and C!=, sj > 0, because the 
groups H,, H, ,..., Hi-, have no non-unit elements of order <n. Applying the 
arguments of the proof of Lemma 4 to the wreath product Gj = Hj wr Gj- , 
we get an element gj E Hy-1’ such that u,,j@( go), p( g,)?..., p( gj- ,), gj) # 1. 
Let gj be an element of G, such that p( gj) = gj. Then gj E A,i\Pj+, and 
Wvj = u,,j( go, gl T*.*v gj> E Aj\Aj+ 1 * In such a way we get elements g, ,..., g,,-, 
such that gi E Ai\Ai+, , wi = u,,i( go ,..., gi) E Ai\Ai+, for i = 1, 2 ,..., m - 1. 
We know that H n Hrmml’ contains all elements of the form 
L’“.m(go~ 67 ,,***r g,-,r g 11 where g E Hrmml’. If H E X then also 
Hn H”m-1) E X because 3E is S,-closed. Since 3E is also a-closed, applying 
Lemml4 to G, = H, wr G,- , we obtain H, E X which contradicts the 
condition of the theorem. Therefore H 6E 3. We come to a conclusion that 
any mn-subnormal X-subgroup of G, is contained in A, ; hence G, is not 
generated by its mn-subnormal I-subgroups. This means that G,,, 6? N”“X. 
The theorem is proved. 
8. GROUPS WITH FINITE ABELIAN CATEGORY 
For a class of groups X we denote by X “’ the class of X-groups generated 
by <d elements. 
LEMMA 5. 9I, & Ki ‘3~mc’ (m, c >/ 1). 
Proof Consider a group G E ‘!N7,.. Let 
be its lower central series. We denote by Z7,, the set of subgroups H of G 
which contain ri and such that H/Ti is generated by q elements. Let ‘Pii be 
the class of groups isomorphic with groups contained in IZij. 
Let HE Hii. Then H = (a, . . . . . ai. r,j; hence we can write H = Ar,. where 
A = (a, . . . . . cli ‘. Let h, ,.... h, E H. We have h, =fkgh. fk E A. g, E r,. 
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1 < k < m. It is easy to see that the subgroup H, = (u, ,.... ai, g, ,..., g,. rj+ ,> 
contains h, ,..., h,,, and is a normal subgroup of H. We have H, E lZi + ,.,i + ,,1 :
hence Cgi,i~K,!Qi+,.j+, for i=l, 2 ,..., c. We obtain ?3,,cKz,CQ,.+ ,.,,,(.. 
Since G E ‘$3 ,” and ‘Q,, ,.,nc E 91Lm”, this gives G f K:n%:.m”. 
The lemma is proved. 
Since the .variety P5 consists of Baer groups, every finitely generated 
subgroup H of a group G E P5 is subnormal and nilpotent. Using the fact 
that f?!, is closed under Cartesian products we see that the subnormality 
index and the class of nilpotency of H are bounded in the terms of s and the 
number of generators of H. Hence we have some functions f(s, t), g (s. t) 
such that any subgroup H of G E I?$ generated by <t elements is subnormal 
of index <f(s, t) and nilpotent of class Q(s, t). Then we have also a 
function h(s, t) such that every subgroup of H can be generated by <h(s, I) 
elements. 
We restate Theorem 6 in the following form. 
THEOREM 6’. For gillen positbe integers. c, d. m. s. 1. r such that 
I> mf (s, md) . (mdp’*‘nd’ + h(s. md). 
r > (f(s, md) + g(s, md)) c + d, 
we have 
f’,n (Kpm,)(Kt’,!Tl,) c Ktr.“‘d’n +d+ilYlr 
for all ordinals u and /I. 
Proof: According to Lemma 5, 
J.?< n (K;91L.)(K~91d) c 2, n (K~tJln,)(K~“!l~m”‘) 
= f’!5 n K:‘,f”((KP!Rc) 911;ld’ - ) cl Kr”(i!, f-I (K;‘iR,) ‘37jln”‘). 
Hence it suffices to show that 
Let G E f?s n (KP!Jlc)91j;‘d’. Then there is a normal subgroup HE K;‘iR, 
such that G/HE ‘317, . ‘md’ Therefore for some A = (a, ,..., a,dj < G we have 
G = AH. Since G E Q5, the subgroup A is subnormal of index g(s, md). it is 
nilpotent of class <g(s, md). and A f-l H can be generated by h(s. md) 
elements. 
Applying Lemma 3 we get a mapping 1: S(G) + S(H) satisfying 
conditions (l), (2), (3) of Lemma 3. In particular, 
&!T’(G)) G S mf(~,md)lr~d))l).“lt~l+h(c.n~d) (H) L S’(H). 
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We define a mapping w: Sm(G)+ Of,s.md)n by 
v(p) = f(s. md)(tc( T@(p)), !Xn,, K,) - I ) +f(s, md) -j 
if r(ngl)) CE YIC, 
wcu)=O if T(1b)) E SC. 
where P E Sm(G), @) = kf(s, md) + j, k > 0,O <j <f(s, md). 
We assert that I// E ‘P;s.md)a (G, 91r). This can be proved by an argument 
similar to the demonstration of the statement II/E Y,,Y(G. X) in the proof of 
Theorem 1. We only have to verify that 7’@) @ ‘%57, implies T(@) & a,.. 
Let T(,@)) E 3,. According to (2) of Lemma 3. A < N,JT(@))) and 
A f7 H < r(ngl)); therefore A T(l@)) ~7 H = r(,@)) and T(A@)) A/T(l@)) E 
‘91d. We know that A is anf(s, md)-subnormal subgroup of G. A E ‘S7e(s,md), 
and T(G)) E fl,; hence AW01)) E ~ncl,-(s.md,+a,s.md,) +d E 3,. But TCU) G 
AT(L(,u)); hence T@) E 3,. By Lemma 2 (ii), WE ‘f’zs.md,n(G, 3,) implies 
that G E Kpymd)n S,.. 
The theorem is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 7. We proceed by induction on n. For n = 0 the 
assertion is trivial. Let n > 0 and suppose that for n’ < II and for arbitrary 
m > 0 there exist c’ = c(m, n’) and t’ = t(m. n’) such that 
Let G E K”% and let h, ,.... h, E G. Denote by Hi the normal subgroup of G 
generated by the element hi. and let Aj = H, Hz... Hj, 1 <j < m, A, = E. We 
have Ai/Aip ,s Hi/Hi n Aip, E K”-‘VI; hence by induction hypothesis 
A,/A,-, E K$Sci for arbitrary ni and ci = c(n,, n - l), ti = t(n,, 11 - 1). In 
addition, G E K”U c f?n+, ; therefore A,,, E II,,,, n (K’,1,Y17,,)(K’,l ‘SC,) ... 
(K~-~,91cm_,)(K$ 91cm). We set n, = m, d, = c,,,, nj = I(dj+, , m, n + l), di = 
r(cj,dj+,,m,n+l)forj=m-l,m-2 ,..., l.Letalsos,=f,.sj=u(di,m, 
n + 1) fj+, + sj+ ,, j= m - l,..., 1. We claim that for j = l...., m, 
A,jA,-, E Kz%,. Indeed, this is true for j = m. Assume that 
A,/Aj E K~+Lfldj+,. Then A,/A,-,. being an extension of A,JA,_, by 
A,/Aj, belongs to Q,+, n (K~j91,)(K~+1%dj+,). Applying Theorem 6 we 
obtain A,/Aj-, E Kf/Sdj, as required. In particular, for j= 1 we have 
A,,, 2 A,/A, E KGfld,. Hence, G E K~“‘iRd,. Thus, we can define 
c(m, n) = d,, t(m. n) = s, + 1, 
providing K”2I E K~m~n~91c,m,n~. 
The theorem is proved. 
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